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Softeaves X300 Silicone Breast Enhancers

Price per Unit (piece): £9.99

Softleaves

®

X300

This Sale is for a pair of Softleaves X300 Silicone Breast Enhancers, available in two colours( Clear,
Fair) .please kinly select the colour that you like from the drop box at the top of this page .
Softleaves X300 Silicone breast enhancers offer a simple, fast and comfortable way to improve the natural
curves.
·

Designed as silicone pads that can be placed in almost any part of the bra.

· Do not have nipple impressions, making them suitable to be placed at any part of the bra without leaving
any nipple impression under the cloth
·

Fit in the bra, enhancing and pushing up the breasts, adding cleavage and increasing the cup size.

· Undetectable, as they bounce, shape, and feel natural due to the ultra-soft silicone material which is
encased in a micro-thin polyurethane layer, providing the same homogenous structure as the natural breast.
·

So discreet to enhance the natural figure in almost any bra.

·
Easy placement, just place them in your bras, durable, water proof and warm up to the body
temperature.
Instruction for use:
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Simply place your Softleaves X300 Enhancers in your bra, the breast enhancers will mould to your bra
shape.
For cleavage: wear them in your ordinary bra.
For increasing the cup size: wear them in a one cup size bigger bra.
If you want them to become self-adhesive, double sided adhesive taps and skin adhesive pads, specially
tested for use with these enhancers, can be used and are available from our online shop.
Taking care of your Softleaves Breast Enhancers:
-

After use, keep the breasts in their package.

-

Hand wash with warm soapy water

-

Allow to dry naturally or use a hair dryer on a low temperature setting.

-

Keep away from excessive heat.

Size Gide :
Approximate dimensions: 13.5 cm (wide) X 7cm (height)
Thickness at the centre: 1.5 cm
Weigh : each pair approximate weight is 185 gr .
Colour : Available in two colour Clear, White Flesh, please kinly select the colour that you like from the drop
box at the top of this page.

To Make these Enhancers self adhesive ,please kindly buy our tested Softleaves Double-sised adhesive tape
from our ebay Softleaves shop .
Please also visit our Softleaves shop for a full range of high quality silicone breast care products and
accessories specially designed for this item (double side adhesive tapes , silicone nipple enhancers, silicone
bra,and covers) .
please kindly not that our accessories are specially designed for our Pinkwaves and Softleaves breast
enhancers and might not work for other kinds of breast enhancers available on the market, as our
accessories and enhancers are made from very high quality materials and are especially designed to work
perfectly when used with each other, for example, our softleaves double-sided adhesive tape will peal of the
silicone breast enhancers without effecting our enhancers , while if used with other low quality products , it
might damage them.
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Softleaves is a UK registered brand for For Softcare Silicone UK Limited
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